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genetic loci associated with key
agronomic traits
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Mungbean is a warm-season annual food legume and plays important role in

supplying food and nutritional security in many tropical countries. However,

the genetic basis of its agronomic traits remains poorly understood. Therefore,

we resequenced 558 Chinese mungbean landraces and produced a

comprehensive map of mungbean genomic variation. We phenotyped all

landraces in six different environments. Genome-wide association studies

(GWAS) produced 110 signals significantly associated with nine agronomic

traits, for which several candidate genes were identified. Overall, this study

provides new insight into the genetic architecture of mungbean agronomic

traits. Moreover, the genome-wide variations identified here should be valuable

resources for future breeding studies of this important food legume.

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

Mungbean (Vigna radiata L.) is one of the most important warm-season legume

crops. Rich in essential amino acids, vitamins, and micronutrients, mungbean offers

many benefits to human health (Nair et al., 2013). Because of its excellent nutritional

content, short crop duration, and ability to fix nitrogen, mungbean is widely cultivated as
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a whole food in South, East, and Southeast Asia, particularly

India and China (Graham and Vance, 2003). As for other crop

species, breeding has led to a reduction of mungbean genetic

diversity (Smýkal et al., 2018). However, individual landraces

have evolved from their wild progenitor under natural and

human selection, leading to the maintenance of relatively high

genetic diversity across the species. Mining and utilization

of genetic variability in landraces are important ways to widen

the genetic bases of modern varieties and enable breeders to

develop genetic solutions to new or existing challenges of crop

production practices (Varshney et al., 2020). Despite the status

of mungbean as an important leguminous food source with a

highly diverse landrace germplasm (Schafleitner et al., 2015),

genomic information for molecular breeding, studies of genetic

diversity, and genetic mapping are lacking in this species

(Isemura et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015). Identifying the genetic

basis of mungbean’s diverse landraces will provide important

insight to facilitate the breeding of elite varieties for

sustainable agriculture.

Detecting genetic factors that contribute to yield and quality

on a genome-wide scale is crucial for crop improvement. One

powerful approach to identifying genes or quantitative trait loci

(QTLs) underlying complex traits is the genome-wide

association study (GWAS) (Liu and Yan, 2019). This strategy

has been successfully applied to a broad range of crops, including

rice (Huang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2020), maize (Xiao et al., 2017),

wheat (Wang et al., 2020), soybean (Fang et al., 2017), cotton

(Ma et al., 2018), and food legumes (Varshney et al., 2017;

Varshney et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020). Rapid advances in high-

throughput sequencing technologies and the completion of the

mungbean reference genome sequence (Kang et al., 2014) have

enabled the detection of genomic variation in a large-scale

collection of mungbean accessions. Several studies have

utilized genotyping by sequencing (GBS) to investigate

population structure in mungbean (Noble et al., 2017; Breria

et al., 2020; Ha et al., 2021). Loci associated with variation in

mungbean seed coat color (Noble et al., 2017) and seed coat

luster (Breria et al., 2020) were identified through GWAS.

Recently, 2,912 SNPs and 259 gene PAV events associated

with 33 agronomic traits were revealed by GWAS in

mungbean (Liu et al., 2022). So far, there are no studies have

focused on phenotyping diverse mungbean landraces from

different environments. In addition, GWAS approaches have

not been applied to the analysis genetic architecture and

favorable allele usage of complex agronomic traits in a large

collection of Chinese mungbean landraces.

In this study, we aimed to better understand the genetic basis

of agronomic traits and genetic variability in mungbean

landraces from geographically diverse regions in China. To

this end, we resequenced 558 accessions with 9.83-fold

coverage depth. We analyzed genomic variation, evaluated

phenotypic variation across six environments, and performed

GWAS for nine agronomic traits. Our results present a collection
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of genes or alleles that may be helpful for enhancing the genetic

diversity of mungbean varieties, and provide valuable genomic

information for future mungbean breeding programs.
Materials and methods

Plant materials and phenotyping

Five hundred and fifty-eight Chinese mungbean landraces

were used for resequencing and phenotypic data collection. The

accessions were selected on the basis of the germplasm database

records of geographic origin and phenotypic variation to

maximize genetic diversity. These mungbean lines are from 16

provinces in China, spanning most of the geographic range of

mungbean. Detailed information of the 558 accessions is listed in

Table S1.

For phenotyping, all accessions were grown in six natural

environments at four different locations in 2019 to 2021: Ezhou

(30.40° N, 114.89° E), Hubei province, in 2019 (2019_EZ) and

2021 (2021_EZ); Lingshui (18.50° N, 110.04° E), Hainan

province, in 2019 (2019_LS) and 2020 (2020_LS); Wuhan

(30.58° N, 114.03° E), Hubei province, in 2021 (2021_WH);

and Gucheng (32.29° N, 111.52° E), Hubei province, in 2021

(2021_GC). In 2019_LS and 2020_LS, all accessions were sown

in late October and harvested in early January of the following

year, in the tropical environment of Lingshui on Hainan Island.

All accessions planted in 2021_WH were sown in mid-April

(spring growing season) and harvested in early July. In the other

three environments, the 558 landraces were planted in

summertime at different planting dates from early to late June,

with harvests in October. Two replicates were performed in each

environment. Each plot in the six environments contained one

row 2 m in length, with 11 plants per row, 20 cm between plants

within each row, and 30 cm between rows. Phenotypic trait data

were collected according to a quantitative and descriptive

method previously published for descriptors and data

standards (Cheng, 2006). All 11 individual plants from each

plot and each accession were used to measure the seven yield-

related traits. Several traits were not investigated in all six

environments, owing to resource limitations (Table S6). The

seeds of each accession harvested from the 2019_EZ

environment were used for protein and starch content

measurements by near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy

analysis. Phenotypic data for each accession used in

subsequent analyses was defined as the average of the two

replicates in the same environment.
DNA extraction and sequencing

For each accession, genomic DNA was extracted from

young leaves of a single two-week-old plant using the
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cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method (Chen and

Ronald, 1999). At least 5 µg of genomic DNA from each

accession was used to construct a sequencing library following

the manufacturer’s instructions (BGI Shenzhen, China). The

libraries, with an insert size of approximately 500 bp, were

sequenced on a MGISEQ-2000 sequencer, generating 150 bp

paired-end reads. Raw reads were cleaned using SOAPnuke

v2.0.5 (Chen et al., 2018) to remove residual adaptor

sequences and reads with low-quality scores.
Variant calling and annotation

Cleaned reads for each accession were mapped to the

mungbean reference genome using BWA v0.7.17 (Li and

Durbin, 2009; Kang et al., 2014) with default parameters to

obtain SAM files. SAMtools v1.9 (Li et al., 2009) was used to

convert SAM files into BAM and sort them. The sorted files were

processed by duplicate marking and indexing using the

MarkDuplicates tool in GATK v4.1.8 (McKenna et al., 2010)

and SAMtools, respectively. The HaplotypeCaller tool in GATK

was then used with default parameters to generate GVCF files for

each accession. After all GVCF files were merged, a raw

population genotype file was created using GenotypeGVCFs in

GATK with default parameters.

To ensure accuracy of the variants, we performed a

two-step filter. Firstly, hard filtering was applied to the raw

variant set using VariantFiltration in GATK, with parameters

‘QD < 2.0 || MQ < 40.0 || FS > 60.0 || SOR > 3.0 || MQRankSum <

-12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < -8.0’ applied to SNPs, and ‘QD < 2.0

|| FS > 200.0 || SOR > 10.0 || MQRankSum < -12.5 ||

ReadPosRankSum < -8.0’ applied to indels. Secondly, the

variant set output from GATK was further filtered using

PLINK v1.9 (Chang et al., 2015) with the minor allele frequency

set to >0.05 and missing rate of <0.2. Beagle v5.2 (Browning et al.,

2018) was used for missing data imputation. The variants in the

small scaffolds were then removed. SNPs located in the 11

pseudomolecules of the mungbean reference genome as the final

variant data set and used for subsequent population genetic analyses

and GWAS. The identified SNPs and indels were further annotated

with ANNOVAR (Wang et al., 2010) and were grouped on the basis

of mungbean genome annotation information.
Genome-wide association analysis

The final variant data set of the entire population was used

for GWAS. Kinship matrices of relatedness between the

accessions were calculated using the “-gk” function of

Genome-wide Efficient Mixed-Model Association (GEMMA).

These kinship matrices were then used to correct the population

structure. The association analysis was performed using

GEMMA, which was designed to handle large dataset analysis.
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The qqman R package (Turner, 2014) was used to generate

quantile-quantile and Manhattan plots from GEMMA results

files. The genome-wide significance thresholds of all tested traits

were set as 1/n (n = total SNP number used in the

association analysis).
Results

Genome variation map

To generates a comprehensive genome variation map in

mungbean, we resequenced a total of 558 Chinese mungbean

landraces selected from 16 provinces in North China, the

Huang-Huai-Hai region, and the Yangtze River region

(Figure 1A and Table S1). Approximately 16.93 billion 150-bp

paired-end reads (2.54 Tb clean data) were generated, resulting

in 97.10% of reads mapped and 89.93% genome coverage. The

average sequencing depth was 9.83-fold, ranging from 5.97- to

19.19-fold, based on the mungbean VC1973A reference genome

(Kang et al., 2014). Genotype coverages at six-, 12- and 18-fold

averaged 66.05, 16.00 and 3.58%, respectively (Table S1). After

alignment of the reads to the reference genome, variant calling

and filtering, we identified a final set of 2,582,180 high-quality

single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 412,999 indels

(ranging from 1 to 244 bp in length) (Table S1). The

distribution of variants across the genome was variable,

depending on genome context and gene density (Figure 1B). A

total of 69,992 SNPs (2.71%) and 3,652 indels (0.88%) were

located in coding regions, among which 4,259 showed

potentially large effects: 1,597 SNPs affected 1,152 genes by

causing start codon changes, premature stop codons or

elongated transcripts, and 2,662 indels led to frame shifts, gain

of stop codons, or other disruptions of protein-coding capacity

in 1,549 annotated genes (Tables S2 and S3). The ratio of non-

synonymous to synonymous SNPs (N/S) and transition to

transversion SNPs (Ts/Tv) is 0.74 and 1.95, respectively (Table

S2). We identified 27 genomic regions containing 673 genes with

N/S ratio > 2.5 in all accessions (Tables S4 and S5). Overall, we

have generated a comprehensive mungbean genome variation

dataset in which we identified numerous relevant SNPs and

indels from diverse landraces.
GWAS results

We measured nine traits in the 558 accessions from four

agroecologically diverse locations, ranging from Mid-China to

southern China, in 2019-2021 (Table S6), although because of

resource constraints, we did not measure all nine traits in all six

locations. These traits were days to flowering time (DFT), pod

length (PL), pod width (PW), seeds per pod (SP), 100-seed

weight (HSW), plant height (PH), branch number (BN), seed
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protein content (SPC), and seed starch content (SSC), all of

which are crucial for the improvement of mungbean yield and

end use. We observed diverse phenotypic variations for these

traits (Table S7). Based on the 2,582,180 SNPs identified, we

used a total of 37 sets of phenotypes assessed in six environments

to perform GWAS using the genome-wide efficient mixed-

model association (GEMMA; Zhou and Stephens, 2012)

method. Manhattan plots and quantile-quantile plots of all

nine traits from varied environments are shown in Figures S1-

S8. In total, we identified 110 significant association signals (P <

3.87E-07, –log10 P = 6.41) for the nine traits in the mungbean

genome (Figure 2A and Table S8). Among them, 12 association

signals for the same traits were shared between at least two

phenotyping environments (Table S8). Only a few candidate

genes underlying agronomic traits have been identified in

mungbean so far; thus, we integrated the GWAS approach

with functional annotation of the orthologs in model plants to

rapidly identify candidate genes associated with seeds per pod,

pod length (Figure 2), days to flowering time (Figure 3), and seed

protein content (Figure 4).

Seeds per pod is one of the main determinants of seed yield

in mungbean and is positively correlated with pod length. Out of

110 GWAS signals for all nine traits, 10 and 18 signals were

associated loci for seeds per pod and pod length, respectively.

We identified a major locus responsible for both seeds per pod

and pod length at Mb 0.16-0.28 on chromosome 5 in three

environments (Figure 2A), which we designated SEEDS PER

POD ON CHROMOSOME 5 (SP5). Based on the peak SNP

(5_203751, C/T) of the association signal, two haplotypes were

identified in all 558 accessions. Accessions carrying the CC allele

exhibited increased seeds per pod and pod length compared to

accessions carrying the TT allele (~14.38% and ~21.64% greater
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SP and PL, respectively) (Figure 2B). However, pod width and

100-seed weight did not significantly differ between accessions

with CC vs. TT alleles. After carefully analyzing the 13 genes in

this region of chromosome 5 (Table S9), we identified a

candidate gene encoding a leucine-rich repeat serine-

threonine/tyrosine-protein kinase (Vradi05g00200). Leucine-

rich-repeat receptor-like kinases are involved in polar auxin

transport in plants (Afzal et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2014), and auxin

regulates the silique length of rapeseed and the kernel number

per row of maize (Liu et al., 2015; Jia et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021).

We therefore propose Vradi05g00200 as the key candidate gene

for SP5.

The number of days to flowering time is critical for modern

crop production and a major trait associated with crop

adaptation. This trait has been reported to be highly sensitive

to environmental temperature and photoperiod in crops (Hung

et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020). In the present study,

we identified a strong GWAS signal for days to flowering time at

Mb 7.79-8.14 on chromosome 3 using phenotype data from

2021_EZ and 2021_GC (Figures 3A, B). This GWAS signal

showed weak associations in the other environments (Figure S1).

The ~200 kb (Mb 7.93-8.13) LD block surrounding the peak

SNP (3_7937039, T/A) contains 22 gene models (Figure 3C,

Table S10). The 3_7937039 SNP generated two haplotypes, TT

and AA, and resides 5 kb downstream of Vradi03g06500, a gene

encoding a Calvin cycle protein, CP12-2, whose orthologue in

Arabidopsis regulates flowering time (Singh et al., 2008; Elena

Lóṕez-Calcagno et al., 2017). The peak SNP 3_7937039

exhibited an opposite direction of effect between accessions

carrying the TT allele and AA allele in different environments

(Figure 3D). Landraces carrying the TT allele showed

significantly earlier flowering time than those carrying the AA
A B

FIGURE 1

The geographical distribution and genome-wide variations of 558 mungbean landraces. The size of the blue pie represents the number of
samples. (A) Landraces collected from 16 provinces in China. (B) A total of 2,582,180 high-quality SNPs and 412,999 indels (ranging from 1 to
244 bp in length) were obtained among 558 landraces across the 11 mungbean chromosomes. Track a, Gene density; b, SNP density; c, indel
density; d, genomic regions with ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous SNPs > 2.5 (highlighted in orange).
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allele under long day conditions (2019_EZ, 2021_EZ and

2021_GC), but significantly later flowering in environments

with short days (2020_LS and 2021_WH). Through further

analyses assessing the frequency of different haplotypes in the

558 accessions, we found that 70% of landraces carried the TT

genotype, while 30 of landraces carried the AA genotype

(Figure 3E).These results suggest that Vradi03g06500 may be a

strong candidate for the flowering time locus.

Protein and starch are the two most abundant components

of mungbean seeds. GWAS results showed that both SPC and
Frontiers in Plant Science 05
SSC were associated with SNPs in one genomic region ranging

from Mb 16.027 to 16.073 on chromosome 4 (Figure 4A, B).

Four candidate genes, Vradi04g07800, Vradi04g07810,

Vradi04g07820, and Vradi04g07830, were found in this

association region, and the peak SNP (4_16046710, C/T) was

located within the ninth intron of Vradi04g07810 (Figure 4C).

Vradi04g07810 encodes a serine carboxypeptidase whose

or tho logues in Arab idops i s and tobacco media te

brassinosteroid signaling and has an impact on cell elongation

(Li et al., 2001; Bienert et al., 2012). The peak SNP generated two
A

B

FIGURE 2

GWAS for nine agronomic traits and identification of the SP5 locus on chromosome 5. (A) The distribution of the associated loci for nine
agronomic traits in mungbean. Differently colored vertical lines indicate the associated loci for each trait: days to flowering time (DFT), pod
length (PL), pod width (PW), seeds per pod (SP), 100-seed weight (HSW), plant height (PH), branch number (BN), seed protein content (SPC), and
seed starch content (SSC). In the plots below, horizontal solid lines indicate the significance threshold (P < 3.87E-07, –log10 P = 6.41). Red
arrows indicate strongly associated loci for both PL and SP at 0.16-0.28 Mb on chromosome 5, designated as SEEDS PER POD ON
CHROMOSOME 5 (SP5). The red dot indicates the peak SNP (5_203751, CC/TT). (B) Box plots illustrating PL and SP for the CC and TT alleles.
Statistical significance for each environment was determined by a two-tailed t-test.
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haplotypes: CC and TT. Accessions carrying the TT allele had

significantly higher SPC but lower SSC than those with the CC

allele (Figure 4D, E). Additionally, we found that the TT allele

correlated with larger pod size (PL × PW) and higher HSW, and

that the CC allele correlated with smaller pod size and lower

HSW (Figure 4F-I). Given that protein and starch account for

~80% of mungbean seed content, it is reasonable that genes

regulating both SPC and SSC will also influence seed weight.

These results indicate that Vradi04g07810 could be a candidate

gene for this pleiotropic locus.
Discussion

Landraces in national and international germplasm banks

provide a rich source of genetic diversity that may be vital for
Frontiers in Plant Science 06
future crop improvement. However, less than 2% of these

germplasm resources have been utilized in modern crop

breeding programs (Varshney et al., 2020). One of the reasons

for the limited use of such germplasm collections is that for the

vast majority of these accessions, no phenotypic or genotypic

information is available. With recent advances in next-

generation sequencing (NGS) technology and significant

reductions in the cost of genome sequencing, it is now

possible to sequence large-scale collections of crop accessions.

But field-based phenotyping is a bottleneck in the

characterization of large-scale crop accessions because it is

time and resource intensive. A total of 1,038 mungbean

accessions were investigated by GBS in three recent studies

(Noble et al., 2017; Breria et al., 2020; Ha et al., 2021). These

studies provide genome-wide variant information and insights

on the population structure of mungbean accessions. However,
A

B

D

E

C

FIGURE 3

Identification of Chr3_7937039 flowering time loci. (A, B) Local Manhattan plots showing the number of days to flowering time (DFT) in the
2021_EZ (A) and 2021_GC environments (B). Horizontal solid lines indicate the significance threshold (P < 3.87E-07, –log10 P = 6.41). The red
dot indicates the peak SNP (3_7937039, T/A). (C) Linkage disequilibrium (LD) heatmap surrounding the peak SNP. (D) Box plots of DFT between
the AA and TT alleles in different environments. Statistical significance for each environment was determined by a two-tailed t-test. (E)
Genotype frequencies at the 3_7937039 SNP in the 558 accessions.
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to more fully mine valuable genetic information requires

performing phenotypic analyses of the large-scale collections.

In this study, our resequencing of 558 representative landraces,

which were selected to represent much of the phenotypic and

geographic diversity of the Chinese mungbean collection,

yielded 2.58 million high-quality SNPs and a comprehensive

genome variation map of mungbean. Moreover, we planted and

phenotyped all 558 accessions in four field locations ranging

from mid to southern China in 2019-2021. From these analyses,

37 sets of phenotypes were obtained. By combining genotypic

and phenotypic data from the 558 accessions, we performed the

first GWAS analysis for agronomic traits in mungbean. Overall,

this study lays the foundation for a long-term collective effort to

develop improved mungbean strains by discovering valuable

genes and alleles from worldwide germplasm collections.

Mungbean landraces have evolved from their wild

progenitor under natural and human selection, leading to the

maintenance of high genetic diversity. Identifying the genetic

basis of these landraces will provide important insights necessary

to breed elite mungbean varieties for modern agriculture. GWAS

has become a routine approach to decode genotype-phenotype

associations in many crop species thanks to advances in NGS
Frontiers in Plant Science 07
technologies (Liu and Yan, 2019). A comprehensive map of

genomic variations is essential to identify additional QTLs/genes

associated with traits from the GWAS analysis in crops. Two

previous studies performed association analyses of seed coat

color and luster using a limited number of SNPs from GBS in

mungbean; however, only a few markers were identified to be

associated with these two traits at a low statistical level (Noble

et al., 2017; Breria et al., 2020). Adding to these data, our study

provides 2.58 million high-quality SNPs and a comprehensive

genome variation map of mungbean. Identification of these

variations facilitates comprehensive association analyses of

quantitative traits in mungbean. We discovered 110 SNPs

associated with nine agronomic traits and identified gene

candidates for several of these traits. Although genomics and

genetics have greatly accelerated the dissection of potential genes

or networks related to crop traits in the past two decades, there

remain many limitations that hinder further causative gene

identification and gene function verification. For instance, an

incomplete reference genome (Ha et al., 2021) and immature

transgenic technology are two major obstacles to assigning gene

function in mungbean. Therefore, further work is necessary to

identify specific genes underlying agronomic traits. Collectively,
A

B

D E F

G H I

C

FIGURE 4

Identification of Chr4_16046710 seed protein content loci. (A, B) Manhattan plots of GWAS on seed protein content (SPC) and seed starch
content (SSC) in the population. Horizontal solid lines indicate the significance threshold (P < 3.87E-07, –log10 P = 6.41). The red dot indicates
the peak SNP (4_16046710, C/T). (C) Genes in the region associated with the peak SNP. The peak SNP is located at the ninth intron of
Vradi04g07810. (D-I) Box plots of seed protein content (D), seed starch content (E), 100-seed weight (F), pod length (G), pod width (H), and
seeds per pod (I) for the two haplotypes. Statistical significance for each trait was determined by a two-tailed t-test. ns, no significant.
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the results of this study provide insights into the genetic

architecture of mungbean agronomic traits, and the genome-

wide variations identified are valuable for future breeding studies

on this food legume.
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